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Joe Cavaretta

Two hundred student body members of the Southwestern lnditm
Polytech Institute mads the almost 15mils march from their campus to
the area Burssu of Indian Affairs office Tuesdllv.lclockwlss from above)
The msrchsrs after their stop. lit UNM. Students representing 5 diffsi'Bnt
tribes best s drum outside of the BIA office. A small group pssses b'/11
restsursnt nssr Sen Mateo on Centre/.

Joe Cavaretta

After 15-mile walk

Pow-wow held in area office
Rkhard L. Drinon Jr.
"You've walked all this way,
now let's hear some voices,"
said Steve La Boueff of the
Native American People's
Alliance.
With that statement, eight
Indians began to bea.t on a drum
and chant a .multi-tribal song.
Around them, 200 other
Indians, mostly students from
the Southwestern Indian
Polytechnic Institute,joined the
singing in front of the First

National Bank building, which
houses the Bureau of Indian
Affairs office, at '·""Centr<il
A venue and San Mateo
Boulevard.
The IS mile protest march
from SIPI to the BIA began at
7:30 a.m., yesterday, with a
prayer service before the
marchers set out across
Albuquerque. The march was
part of a combined effort by
students, business, industry and
SIPI officials to keep the school
open.

After finishing the final leg of
the trek up ~ Cental Avenue,
students, "Teachers ana'Otiier·
concerned citizens joined on the
sidewalk in front of the bank
building to voice their views
about the future of SIPI and
Indian education.
"If you look through your
treaties, historically this is one
of the guarantees they have that
they'll try to get out of," said
V.J. Roberts, a retiree from
Oklahoma.
continued on page 5

Election off again until fall;
Davis ha~ded second appeal
Phil D. Hernandez
The on-again, off-againASUNM
spring election is off again, at least
until this fall, as UNM- President
William E. Davis. . took under
consideration an appeal by
ASUNM officials of Tuesday's
Student Standards and Grievance
Committee decision throwing out
the Ma.rch 31 election results.
The committee ruled on an
appeal' by the ASUNM Elections
Commission, various candidates
and organizations of the April 14,
Student Court order which also
wiped out the election and directed
ASUNM to run it again.
Graduate student B.J. Clark,
who chaired the grievance panel,
sa.id the committee voted
unanimously to uphold the Student
Court decision: Other members of
the committee were graduate
student Mike Casillas and
professors Earl W. Bourne,
biology; . Laura M. Cameron,
mathematics; and Wesley 1'. Selby,
music.
Clark said the cotnrtlittee would
issue a written opinion at 3 p.m.
'Thursday. He declined comment on
the decision.
As soon as Tuesday's decision

was announced, ASUNM Vice has so far successfully challenged
President Bill Littlefield and Lobby the election, said of the grievance
Committee chairman Michael S. panel decision, 10lt was a major
Gallegos drafted an appeal to victory for all students involved. It
Davis, the next link in the appeals p!JtS a lot of faith back into our
chain.
student court."
u1 think this issue is getting
Later Tuesday, Davis met with
outrageous, and I believe there is a representatives of all parties inconcerted effort .by many in• valved,
including ASUNM
dividuals, not students, to seriously President Mike Austin, Gallegos,
hurt the influence of the student. Littlefield~
Clark, ASUNM
body," Gallegos said.
Attorney General Gary Gordon,
He added that the appellants had who represents the coalition, Dean
presented to the grievance com• of Students Karen Glaser, several
mittee a number of state Supreme of her assistant deans, alld officials
court ptecedents saying that before of the New .Mexico Public Interest
an election could be overturned, Research Group.
outrightfraud significant enough to
Davis said he advised the group
change the outcome of the election that a new election could be held
had to be proven.
, this spring only if the appeal were
Gallegos,
the
winning dropped. However, "they want to
presidential candidate, said such continue the appeal,'' he said.
fraud ha:d .not been proven in this
He said he heard arguments in
election. "State law is on our side," the new appeal to 01 expe4ite" the·
he said.
.
. .
ma.tter. Davis .said the tape Of the
Littlefi~ld said he would have · grievance committee's proceedings
preferred to wait for the written and other evidence and information
decision before filing the appeal, ht the case had .not yet been sent to
but "this needs to be decided before him, and he will not rule until he
we aU die of old age.'' .
.
. has had time to study these.
Presidential candidate Randy
I>avis said he would not put the
Knapton, a nieltlbet of the case on the agenda of today's
Coalition for a, <;:l,e!ln Election thllt Board of Regents meeting.
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War only a step avvay
United Press International

were emptied of all but the critically
ill.

Argentina declared a "yellow"
alert, the last step before combat,
and claimed Britain will launch a
sea/air assault on the Falkland
Islands within 48 hours. Britain
clamped a news blackout on its
reinforced 51500-man war fleet,
heightening fears of an all-out
battle.
In an ll th-hour bid to avert
major fighting, the United States
gave Britain and . Argentina a
compromise peace proposal, ABC
News reported.
ABC News said Secretary of
State Alexander Haig drafted the
compromise, but told Argentina
that Britain was "deadly serious"
to retake its colony and that the
U.S. was bound by treaties to
support its NATO ally.

Argentine Foreign Minister
Nicanor Costa Mendez told a
meeting of the Organization of
American States in Washington
that the British fleet will attack in
"24 to 48 hours." He did not
elaborate.

Argentina banned export of
strategic minerals, threatened army
deserters With death and ordered
foreign journalists to leave a. 1,400..
mite stretch of southern coastal
towns, the staging area for
Argentine reinforcements, in 48
hours.
The military junta also issued a
"yellow alert" in the region,
putting police, firemen a.nd doctors
on 24-hour call and confined to
their toWfl$. Hospitals reportedly

Amid signs of Argentine
discontent with the junta, military
sources said one Argentine soldier
was killed and four wounded in
Britain's recapture Sunday of
South Georgia, 800 miles east of the
Falklands.
The sources also claimed 100
Argentine marines had eluded
capture and were trying to stop the
Royal Navy from building a. landing strip that could be used in an
attack on the Falklands.
In Washington, the OAS considered an eight-point resolution
calling for a · cease-fire and
negotiations to settle sovereignty of
the Falklands.

The Times of london quoted
"informed sources'' that British
scouts were on the Falklands
seeking a landing site for the main
force." An Argentine military
communique denied the report; as
did the British Qefen~~ ~ipjs,t~Y· . ,

News Roundup

Day care questions

'Recruiting event'

by United Press International

planned by center
International News

Korean berserker
shoots up villages
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SEOUL, South J\.orea - Woo
Bum·Kon's wife swatted a fly on
his chest as he slept and something
in his mind snapped. By the time his
eight· hour rampage was over early
Tuesday, the South Korean
policermm had killed 56 people and
blown himself up.
Another 37 people lay wounded
in Woo's rampage through five
terrified villages that did not end
until he pulled the pins on two hand
grenades and held them to his body.
Officials investigating the in·
cldent dismissed a provincial police
chief !(nd 'four other officers for
negligence. Home Minister Sub
Jung-hwa offered to resign, taking
full responsibility for the incident.
Woo, 27, was asleep in his home
in Uiryong, a farming village 170
miles southeast of Seoul. His
common law wife, Chun Malsoon,
noticed a fly on his chest and
swatted it.
Police said Woo awoke in a fit of
rage, quarreled with his wife and
stormed out of the house. He
returned a few hours later, drunk
on whisky. They quarreled again.
Woo struck his wife, left the house
again, and drank some more.
Then, according to police, Woo
went to his police station and offered to relieve the officer on duty
in order to gain access to the armory.
Three pedestrians were stroUing
down the street when Woo emerged
from the station, dressed in his
police uniform and armed with two
automatic M-1 carbines, ISO

New Mexico Union Food Service
lfs Appreciation Week at the
New Mexico Unlonl FREE COFFEE during
Closed week and Finals week.

rounds or ammumtwn and seven
hand grenades. He killed all three,
Evading police, Woo went from
village to village, shooting into
houses and bursting into shops,
firing on anyone he saw. At some
point, Woo also shot his wife, who
survived after a sixchour operation
for a bullet wound in her abdomen.

Israel wiU not retreat

narrowed the differences on the
range of most issues" and "felt the
time was right to bring in the
leaders."
"The major difference at the
conference table is. taxes - how
much and what kind of taxes," said
Speakes in a clear signal Reagan
will accept some form of increased
revenues to narrow the projected
deficit that experts say could reach
$180 billion if nothing Is done.
The deficit is projected at $101,9
billion in Reagan's original $676
billion 1983 budget.
Earlier in the day, Democratic
negotiators presented a specific set
of budget recommendations .and
threatened to begin writing their
own resolution if President Reagan
fails to respond.
O'Neill (D-Mass.) said if the
president did not accept the
package or present a counterproposal, "we will go immediately into committee and begin
mark-up (of a budget resolution)."
"We find no flexibility on the
part of the president whatsoever,"
O'Neill said. "We think we have
offered a very fair and equitable
proposal."
He would not discuss specifics of
the Democratic package, and said
only it would produce deficits
about the same !IS or lower than
Reagan's plan.

JERUSALEM - Prime Minister
Menachem Begin said Tuesday he
will submit a proposal barring any
future abandonment of Israeli
settlements and the government
announced J 4 new outposts.
Two days after Israel's final Sinai
pullback, the nation paused to
remember its war dead and
abruptly switched moods in. the
evening for the start oflsrael's 34th
Independence Day.
The theme of the holiday this
year is settlement and the state-run
radio said I 4 new paramilitary
outposts will be dedicated Wednesday in the occupied West Bank,
Gaza Strip and the annexec! Golan
Heights of Syria.
Ina television address kicking off
Independence Day, Begin insisted
Israel would never allow a
Palestinian state on the West Bank
"at a distance of eight miles from
the coast, less than the length of
Broadway in New York."
Sirhan's parole on trial
"What happened in Yamit," the Jewish town demolished last
SOLEDAD, California - Two
week before the Sinai was returned
to Egypt - "was a one-time oc- state parole officials testified
currance, was special," Begin said. Tuesday they would not have
granted a. parole , ate to Sirhan B.
"It won't happen again."
Sirhan had they known the assassin
of Sen. Robert Kennedy wrote
death threat letters and suffered
National News
mental depression.
They spoke before a state board
that is considering revoking
Sirhan's scheduled day of freedom,
September I, 1984. If released then,
he will have served more than 16
years behind bars.
"I don't think there would have
WASHINGTON President been a parole date set," Manuel
Reagan, indicating he will accept Quevedo
testified
after
some form of tax increase to break acknowledging he knew neither of
the budget impasse, Tuesday the letters or of the treatment at San
arranged to go to Capitol Hill and Quentin's prison hospital starting
meet with House Speaker Thomas April4, 1975.
O'Neill and Senate GOP leader
The other officer, James Hoover,
Howard Baker.
said, "I would have denied him
White House communications (parole) based upon the threat to
director David Gergen said the staff • . . and because of the fact
meeting will take place in the that he had been showing some
President's Room off the Senate depression."
chamber Wednesday at noon MDT.
Earlier, Hoover testifed that state
After the negotiations broke up policy in 1975 virtually barred
late Tuesday, White House denial of a parole date fot Sirhan.
spokesman Larry Speakes told "We knew this case was going to
reporters the negotiators "have come back and haunt us," he said.

Reagan joins talks
on federal budget

Coffee is FREE with
any purchase!

It's for students and

staff. All you need Is
your 10.

See you ot the Union.
Join Us for FREE COFFEE!
Good luck on your finals.

Make the most of your good looks
with
BAUSCH & LOMB
soft contact lenses
Eyeglass wearers , , . take your
eyes out llf hiding. Feel confidtml
again. Let your natural beauty
shine through. You'll love the way
Bausch. & Lomb soft contact lenses
give you a whole new look on life.
And they're water-drop Soft and
comfortable, too! Call for your fit·
ling appointment today.
More people wear Bausch &
Lomb soft contact lenses than all
other brands of soft contact lenses
combined!

GOOD!

1300- Si>ft Toric Contact Lens for Astigmatism (Bulfilcon) 0
$300 - Sort Extended Wear (Biilfilcon)•
*CompletePrice Includes:
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Representatives
from
57
elementary 11nd secondary schools
from the Southwest will be at UNM
Thursday and Friday to interview
graduating seniors in education
about possible employment.
The seventh "Special Recruiting
Event for Educators," is cosponsored by the UNM Career
Planning and Placement Center,
and the College ofEducation.
This may be the only time that
the employer will come to see the
student, instead of the student
going to see the employer, said
Alice Martinez of the career center.
Representatives from Arizona,
California, Colorado, Kansas, New
Mexico, Texas and lllinois will talk
to graduating seniors and alumni
on a one-to-one interview basis,
Martinez said. Schools from N .M.
will particip11te in the event, except
for the Albuquerque Public School
system, she added.
''I think it's a good opportunity
for those willing to relocate,"
Martinez said.
About 200 seniors and alumni
attended the event last year that
drew representatives from 37
schools. More than 650 interviews
were conducted then, and "there
were at least five contracts offered
across the table,'' Martinez said.·
Students wishing to attend the
recruiting event should sign up for
an appointment through the career
center office, located in Mesa Vista
Hall, or ca11277-213.l.

The UNM Obsenlatory will be open fTom 8:30p.m. untll10 p.m.
bacause of the change to deyllght sevlngs time. Thtl telescopes
will be tTalned on JuplteT, MeTssnd Setum. Admission Is free.

ifir.""l!'l

Optometr~sts

i020•A Eubank NE • 298-2020 • open Tuesday • Saturday 9 • 5

Myers
Should small children be subject
to physical punishment in day care
centers? This is an important
question to members ofatask force
who were assembled to review
Health
and
Environment
regulations on day care,
Some members of the group were
on hand at a gubernatorial forum
on Friday to protest and charge that
proposals they recommended to be
added to day care regulations were
ignored by Health and Environment officials.
"I would be in disagreement with
the new regulations on the issue of
punishmnent. We are' posititvely
against anything like it," said
Nadine Handy, a member of the
task force.
The new regulations, if adopted,
won't condone corporal punishment, but won't clearly outlaw it.
Linda Tipton, director of the
ABC Day Nursery, said "The old
regulations stipulated that no
corporal punishment could be used,
but the new regulations are very
vague. The State said it does not
intend for it to be used, but do you
want your child hit? 97 percent of
all the centers wouldn't use physical
punishment, but what about the
other three percent who need
guidance," she said.
Some parents and members of
the League of Women Voters
protested that they had been excluded from the meeting where the
proposals were made.
"The task force meeting was
closed under the admissible course
of administrative action,'' said
Handy. "But I'm democratic and I

feel they should have been allowed
in/'
Bureau Chief of Health and
Envoirnment, Micheal Burkhardt
denied any knowledge that anyone
had been kept out of the meetings,
"We certainly didn't mean to
exclude anyone, In retrospect, we
realized that some people had been
excluded. We respect that and
wer're trying our darndest to accomodate
everyone,"
said
Burkhardt.
The task force was disbanded in
November after five meetings.
Tipton said that one of the reasons
the group was disbanded was
because very little was accomplished.
"We went through all the
regulation and sometimes the
meeting approached the point of
ridiculousness. We could spend
hours talking over one paragraph,"
she said. "My time is too valuable
to go to Santa Fe, stay overnight,
and not get anything accomplished.','
The regulations were adopted by
the State in 1976, with the provision
that they be reviewed every two
years. Tipton said they were not
reviewed in 1978 or 1980, so the
force was assembled in. September
to bridge the four-year gap.
"The committee was. not put
together to rewrite the regulations,
but to act as adviseries and give
imput. They did pick up on some of
the proposals and those are the
things you don't hear about. Of
Course they didn'y pick up on
others and that is their perogativ.e,"
said Tipton.

UNM's general college
offers three new degrees
Clllherine Jones
Three new associate degrees and
several skills enrichment courses
will be offered by the UNM's new
college next fall.
The Cleneral College has been
established to provide associate
degrees in electronic technology,
computer programming and
commercial skills.
It will also offer skills enrichment
courses for students who are not
able to meet the University admission requirements.
"The general college will have
two
sets
of
admission
requirements," said Vera Norwood, assistant to the provost~
"One is for students who applied
for admission and could not meet
the requirements and the other is
for students who are interested in
an associate degree.''
The general college will admit
anyone who has completed a high
school degree or its equivalent, Ms.
Norwood said. Exact admission
policies will be voted on by the
faculty May 4.
University skills dasses are
offered for those who want to
improve their skills and be admitted
into University College. They are
also offered for adults who wish to

improve their education to get a
better job.
The associate degrees were set up
based on community needs, Ms.
Norwood said. "There is a need in
the community for graduates in the
three areas.''
Graduates with an associates
degree in electronic technology will
help to fill the need for techn.icians.
Computer programming classes will
train students in traditional
computing
areas
and
in
microcomputers, while commercial
skills graduates will help provide
the community with bookkeepers,
accountants and salespersons.
The associate degree programs
may have stricter entrance
requirements than the skills
enhancement courses will, Ms.
Norwood said.
Funding for the General College
and its three degrees is being
provided by UNM, state funds, the
Chamber of Commerce, an several
local businesses.
An advisory board with
representatives from the. Chamber
of Commerce, the J{ispanic
Chamber
of
Commerce,
Albuquerque T-VI, Albuquerque
Public Schools and the Mayor's
office will fulfill general community planning responsibilities,
said Ms. Norwood.

parking zone, will be sold. May 24
through May 28 because classes at
As the spring semester comes to the medical school do not end until
an end May 14, so does the validity May 28, only to resume again on
of main campus student parking June I, Couffer said.
"We're going to sell a limited
permits May 20, according to Fred
Couffer, supervisor of UNM amount of "M" permits to medical
students," Couffer said, adding
parking services.
. .
..
Summer permits· for students will that these permits would only be
be sold June 1-4, Couffer said. The good for the summer,
Because all student parking
permits will be valid from the first
day of summer classes until !he last permits for the main campus will
day of summer school, he satd. The become invalid after May 20,
students wishing to park on campus
summer permits ~ost $10.
Summer permits for medical should use spaces provided With
' th e "M" meters, Couffer said.
students, who par k. tn
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Editorials

JOAN J~TT

C. the

~xcerpt5 from tf)e 5Book of menacf)em 0\) ~of. 5R. ~ertf)olb
Ed. note: Professor Berthold wherein thou art a stranger, all the
doesn't really look much like the land of Canaan, and Judea and
stereo·typed history professor. He Samaria, and Sinai and Golan, for
doesn't have a pot belly, or glasses. an everlasting possession.
And so Menachem went forth
or grime under his fingernails.
Instead, he wears his long hair tied among the children of Israel and
in a ponytail. A medallion hangs said unto them, hereby ye shall
around his neck which reads in know that the living God is among
Greek, '"Zeus, Son of Cronus, you. And He will without fail drive
out from before you the Egyptians,
Creator and Savior. ''
Perhaps bemg thf1 only membt~r and the Jordanites. and the
of UNM's Classical History lraqites, and the Syrians, and the
Department helps to explain the Palestites, who art an abomination
following, which Professor B. says unto the Lord.
And the kings of the earth rose
is an update on the Old Testament,
d1iicovered on his home word up, and the rulers took counsel
t 0 gether against the Lord and
processor.
against His anointed, and said unto
And it came to pass in the fifth the seed of Abraham, Go forth
month of the twenty-ninth year of from Jerusalem, 0 Israel, for this
the kingdom of Israel that the Lord land is not given thee, snd the
said unto Menachem, this day will! Palestites suffer a great wickedness
begin to magnify thee in the sight and pain. An.d Menachem W<JS
of all Israel. An I will give unto thee, called forth, out of the land of
and to thy seed after thee, the land Canaan. by the kings of the west,

and he went unto Pharoah Sadat,
who spoke unto him, Bring forth
the children of Israel out of Egypt.
And Menachem said unto his
people, Come ye, and let us go up
to the mountain of Golan, and to
the Lebanon, and to Judea and
Samaria, for out of Zion shall go
forth our law . And we shall judge
among nations, and shall rebu.ke
many people; and we shall beat our
plowshares into swords, and our
pruning hooks into spears, for w.e
are the anointed of the Lord.
And .so it came to pass that the
hosts of Israel went forth into
Lebanon, even unto the waters of
litany, and there they smote the
Palestites, whom the Lord delivered
up before them. And Menachem
said, Because the ory of 13eirut is
great, and because the sin of King
Arafat is very grievous, they shall
know the wrath of the living God.
And the Lord raised upon Beirut

brimstone and fire from the Lord
out of heaven, and He overthrew
the wickedness,
·
And it came to pass in the east,
ih Baghdad, by the waters of
Babylon, that the fraqites raised a
great temple to their Baal, and in it
they builded themselves a burning
firey furnace. And Menachem said
unto the children of Israel, .A great
wickedness is spawned in the firey
furnace of the lraqites. And the
Lord heard Men<!chem, and He
rained upon Baghdad brimstone
and fire, and great was the rejoicing
of Zion.
And it came to pass that there
arose up a new king of Egypt,
which knew not Menachem. And
there was a great cry in Egypt, and
Pharaoh Mubarak said unto the
Israelites, Rise up, and get you
forth from among mY people. And
the children nf Israel cried out unto
Menachem, Wherefore hast thou

rLACKI-I~ART6

dealt thus with us, to carry us forth
out of Sinai?
And it came to pass in Samaria,
and in Judea, even unto the waters
of Jordan, that the Palestites
corrupted themselves, and they
worked a great evil upon the
children of Israel. And the wrath of
Menachem waxed hot, and he cast
the tables of David out of his
hands. And Menachem said unto
the people, If a Palestite smite a
man of Israel with throwing a
stone, he shall surely be put to
death. And the Spirit of the Lord
came mightily upon the people, and
they slew the Palestites, who had
transgressed.
And the Lord gave unto .Israel all
the land, which He swore unto
Abraham, unto Isaac, and unto
Jacob, and they possessed it, and
dwelt therein.
And Menachem went into
Samaria, and looked o•1er Jordan.

DOONESBURY

Life and Related Subjects

by Dove Barry

I cannot overemphasize the importance of good grammar.
The advantage of American English is that, because there are so few
What a crock. I could easily overemphasize the importance of good rules, practically anybody can learn to speak it in just a lew minutes. The
grammar. For example, I could say: "Bad grammar is the leading cause of disadvantage is that Americans generally sound like jerks, whereas the
slow, painful death In North America," or "Without good grammar, the British sound really smart, especially to Americans. That's why Americans
United States would have lost World War II."
are so fond of those British dramas they're always showing on public
The truth is that grammar is not the most important thing in the world. television, the ones Introduced by Alistair Cooke. Americans love people
But grammar is still important. For example, suppose your are. being in· who talk like Alistair Cooke. He could introduce old episodes of "Hawaii
terviewed for a job as an airplane pilot, and your prospective employer asks Five·O" and Americans would think they were extremely enlightening.
you if you have any experience, and you answer: "Well, I ain't never
So the trick is to use American grammar, which is simple, but talk with a
actually flied no actual airplanes or nothing, but I got saveral pilot-style British accent, which is impressive. This technique is taught at all your
hats and several friends who I like to talk about airplanes with."
really snotty private schools, where the kids learn to sound like Elliot
If you answer this way, the prospective employer will immediately realize Richardson. Remember Elliot? He sounded extremely British, and as a
that you have ended your sentence with a preposition. (What you should result he got to be attorney general, secretary of state, chief justice of the
have said. of course, is " ... several friends with who I like to talk about Supreme Court and vice president at the same time.
airplanes."f So you will not get the job, because airline pilots have to use
You can do it, too. Practice in your home, then approach someone on
good grammar when they get on the inter~om and explain to the the street and say: "Tally·ho, old chap. I would consider it a great honour
passengers that, because of high winds, the plane is going to take off if you would favour me with some spare change." You're bound to get
several hours late and land in Pierre, South Dakota, instead of Los~ quick results,
Angeles.
we did not always have grammar. In medieval England, people said
whatever they wanted, without regard to rules, and as a result they
sounded like morons. Take the post Geoffrey Chaucer, who couldn't even
spell his first name right. He wrote a large poem called "Canterbury Dear Editor:
In your reply to "An Interview with the Editor," you stated that ASUNM
Tales," in which people from various professions· knight, monk, miller,
reever, riveter, eeler, diver, stevedore, spinnaker, etc .. • drone on and on reporting will be kept to a minimum, to "a few relevant facts." I hope that
this does not mean that the Daily Lobo will abandon its "watch dog''
like this:
responsibilities in regard to student government, especially concerning the
In a somer sesun whon softe was the sunne
election issue, compliance with the ASUNM constitution and student
I kylled a younge birde an de I ate It on a bunne.
When Chaucer's poem was published everybody read it and said: "My righis.
Certainly, monitoring .and reporting on ASUNM politics is a role and
God, we need some grammar around here." So they formed a Grammar
Commission, which developed the parts of speech, the main ones being obligation which no news forum other than the Daily Lobo can fill.
Fred C. Robinson
nouns, verbs, predicants, conjectures, particles, proverbs, adjoiners,
coordinates and rebuttals. Then the commission made Up hundreds and
Dear Editor:
hundreds of grammar rules, all of which were strictly enforced.
We are pleased to have our funds once again available for our use. This
When the colonists came to America, they rebelled against British
grammar. They openly used words like "ain't" and "finalize," and when will ensure a continuation of services such as our landlord/tenant hotline
they wrote the Declaration of Independence they deliberately mispelled and the publication of our consumer guides.
Our only regret, however, is that the concerns of the Finance Committee
many words. Thanks to their courage, today we Americans have only two
and Chairman Dan Serrano, were never' made known to us nor to the
rules of grammar:
public so that we could re&pond to them. We would have welcomed the
Rule 1. The word "me" is always incorrect.
Most of us learn this rule as children from our mothers. We say things opportunity to publicly address any of the specific charges in question,
like: "Morn, can Bobby and me roll the camping trailer over Mrs. John· because we are confident that our funds have been managed properly and
son's cat?'' And our mothers say: "Remember your grammar, dear. You in a non·partisan manner. We fully concur with Mr. Serrano that misuse of
mean: 'Can Bobby and I roll the camping trailer over Mrs. Johnson's cat?' funds by ay student group should not be tolerated and we hope that he will
perform his official duty of bringing such misuse to justice when there is
Of course you can, but be home hydinnertime."
The only exception to this rule is in formal business writing, where in· compelling evidence. We interpret Mr. Serrano's action of unfreezing
stead of "I" you must use "the undersigned." For example, this business NMPIRG's funds as an indication that his investigation yielded no evidence
of misuse on our part.
letter is incorrect:
Furthermore, we find the practice used by Mr. Serrano of inactivating a
"Dear Hunky·Dory Canned Fruit Company: A couple days ago my wife
bought a can of your cling peaches and served them to my mother who service organization for several weeks without filing charges to be a
has a weak heart and she damn near died when she bit into a live grub. If I serious breach of due process as well as unmindful of the needs of the
ever find out where you live, I am gonna whomp you on the head with a ax student body. ·It has beert our perception that Mr. Serrano's actions were
motivated primarily out of a concern that our work with the Coalition for a
handle,''
Clean
Election would adversely affect his chances of attaining the vice
This should be corrected as follows:
" ... If the undersigned ever finds out where you live, the undersigned is presidential position. Such a conflict of interest is of no benefit to the
student body.
gonnawhomp you on the head with a a~ handle."
Therefore, we plan to pursue our suit filed in stUd!)nt court in order that
Rule 2. You're not allowed to split infinitives.
An infinitive is the word "to" and whatever comes right behind it, such other students groups can be protected against future arbitrary actions of
as "to a tee, H uta the best of my ability/' "tomato/' etc. Splitting an this sort.
David Benavides
infinitive is putting something between the "to'' and the other words. For
JimOrgass
example, this is Incorrect:
Richard Hall
"Hey man, you got any, you know, spare change you could give to, like,
David DeKter
me?''
Rod Vanderwall
The correct version is:
NMPIRG l!oard of Directors
" ... spare change you could, like, give to me?"
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continued from page I
Sidney Mills, BIA area director
Roberts is a former employee of for Albuquerque, addressed the
the Institute of American Indian group and answered questions.
Art in Santa Fe, The !AlA is also a
"We don.'t know anymore than
federally funded college which 'was you do," he said about SIPI's
recently granted a two year reprieve proposed closing.
to stay open.
Mills said that Ken Smith,
Students from SIP! said that the assistant secretary of Indian affairs,
federal government is backing out was impressed with the progress
on its promises to give Indians an that the school made in the last
education by closing the school,
year, and that the decision about
According to Chip Calamia, an closing the school was up to the
official at SIP!, there were 400 Interior Department and not the
different treaties negotiated by I'll A.
This administration has given as
Indian tribes and the federal
government between 1778 and much support or more than I have
Tuesday May 4, 8pm
1871, which, allowed for Indian seen in the past for SIP!, he said.
Tickets 8.50 advance
education. Although the treaties
State Rep. Judith Pratt, Dhave changed, he said historically Bernalillo, entered the discussion
"Onsllge Frida) ni&ht the Bla~~heorts
Indians believed through the BIA. and said that she was concerned
dtllled I!VefJ note up iotothe ceiling-it was
administration the Indian people about the closing down of
exhilaratin£ almost literallr upliftin1 rock
would be provided with an SIP!, "one of the best schools in the
and roll..!'
lA Herold Examiner 3123181
education.
country,"
..
"Jett hamme~ed out some mean (Uillr,
Pratt said that the state goverCalamia said that because SIP! is
Kreamed with a finelr controlled passion,
an off-reservation school, the nment doesn't have the resources to
and drove the band with a near demonic
pick
up
on
services
that
are
being
federal government is saying it is no
demunor!'
Son F11ncisco Chrooicle 2!11181
longer responsible for the school cut. She said the federal govern~:,,a cockJ, self-contlined ••• roclt ind roller
and that there are other places ment is using the money for
with a sense af tradition:'
where Indian students ca.n get an military spending,
Viii•&• Voice 1/6182
The present government should
education.
ta~e
care
of
people's
needs
instead
"We shall win. I know that you
shall win. We shall eventually know of building bombs," she said.
nckets available at
The protest march ended with an
who we are in this land," said
all Giant ncket outlets:
Simon Ortiz, former UNM native agreement between Mills and
Sears In Coronado. General
students to meet at the SIPI
Ameican studies teacher.
Stores,
gymnasium today.
Wild West Music
"We must fight for that
"You walk this time,'' students
education that is our due," said shouted.
Ortiz.
Ortiz, who is now a poet and
writer, said that he is interested in
education for Indian people. He
said that it is difficult to make it in
today's world with no education,
and that everyone needs some sort
of training.
He said that Indians have been
on the bottom of the economic
scale for a long time and have only
been able to get the low paying jobs
that are available to them.
"Closing the school will further
aggravate this problem," he said.
:Eldon. 1-lall, SIPJ .student and
Inter-Tribal Indian Club president,
said that there is a lot of positive
thinking about the march by the
Indian people
Yessir, Taco Villa. We serve it mild. But you can
"I think this walk will bring a lot
sauce
and make it as wild as you want!
of attention to the .school," he said.
"People are positive about having
the school stay open this summer
and again in the fall."
l-lall said that he was getting the
education he wanted from the
school. H:e said that the school was
real efficient and a good school for
people now and in the future.

llusfntss Manager ••.• , .• , ••• , • , •• , • , Mlchliel'Ford
Natlonn!Ad\r, Mamlger ••• ,_,.,,,.,.,.James Fisher
Letttn Subm(~~fon ltoUcy
teuers to the tdhor must betYPI!d, dauble-sllaced
nnd no tpOrc than BO words:, All letters tnUst signed
by the nu1h~r with the author's ntune·, address _and
tel~pl1on~ mlmbet. No names Will be wfthheld, 'the
D~lly LObo docs not guallinlec Jlilblicttllon iind. will
cthl tenets fot' lcngtlr lind libelous contt!nl •

IN CONCERT!!

At Civic
Auditorium

· "They've given me a chance at
SlPl to learn something," he said.
Hall said that before he got the
opportunity to go to SIP! he
thought he didn't have a chance of
making it in college.
Simon Padilla, whose Indian
name is Whitefeather, is almost
finished with his education in civil
engineering at SIP!. He said the
march was not so much for those
students who are nearly finished,
but for those who are still in their
first year, and "for our children."
The students, who at first were
denied access to the bank as a
group, waited .outside on the
sidewalk for a BIA official to come
down from the seventh floor and
talk to them. When none came, the
students decided to go up to the
BIA office.
As the marchers made their way
around to the back entrance of the
bank and prepared to enter the
building, they were stopped by a
police officer and the chiefengineer
at the bank building •.
When the marchers were informed that they could not enter
the bank as a grouli, the protesters
sat down outside the entrance and
said they would walt until they
could talk to BIA officials.
Finally, the wotd came from the
BIA office that the matchers could
come up and talk. Five minutes
later the BIA office was packed
with protesters who sat ork the
Office floor and accompanied the
drummers in another chant.
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add our spicy red sauce or hot, hot green

TACO VILLA
INTRAMURAL
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THE WEEK!
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Lee Johnson & Tori Alconn
2nd Place
Advanced Women's
Tennis Doubles

WfNNERSWILL RECEIVE: ONE MILD OR WILD T-SHIRT,ONELOBO MASCOT DRINK CUP,
CHOIC.E OF FIESTA PAC OR DINNER PAC, A FREE BREAKFAST BURRITO CARD AND A RED
SAUCER OR GREEN SAUCER!
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The Skills Center
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Saturday, May 1!
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Writing
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Friday
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English 100, 101, 102

Math Fi11al Reviews
~lath 100

~lath 120

-

:\-lath 1.50
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Some of the drivers are just out
to move that machinery up and
down the drag •. But others have a
kind of mission, a statement to
make, and the tools of the trade,
clanking cans of spraypaint, roll
around under the front seat oftheir
low-riders.

Punctuation Review
lOam
Essav Organization
lpm
Punctuation Heview
llmn
Gram mar Heview
lpm
Essay Organization
5pm
Essav Organization
lOam
Gn~mmar Heview
lpm
llnm Analyzing Essay Questions
lpm
Punctuation Review
Grammar ]{eview
5pm
lOam Analyzing Essay Questions
lpm
Grammar Heview

-

-~

Friday night in the Duke City and
Central Avenue is a river of purplegold machinery cruising slow and
low, sparks flashing from the
scrape of metal and pavement.
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10-11
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100 study group
120 study group
150 study group
162 study groul?

Math 162
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Tuesd~w 4-5
Wednesday· 12-1

Tl~\~:~;~!~y 1~:~

~Iond:ty 4-.5
Tuesdav 1-2
Wednesday· 9-10
4-5
Thursday 11-12
Fridav 12-2
Mond~ty 3-4
Tucsdav 3-4
Tlnttsda~' 5-7
Fl'idav 1-2
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Thursday .3-4
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Coronado Academy

Steve King
Sports Edjjor

Review of ~;::~et~rganization : It's.finefor Coca~Cola
12-1
butacrimeforcholos
Math
Math
Math
:\-lath

New Private Mid-School

Winter sport honored at banquet

0

Opportunities to work on
mechanical problems, revise papers,
practice writing, correct spelling

Sports
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Maybe you've s~en it, maybe you
haven't. Pl~nty of people drive by it
every day of their lives and miss it.
Whether or not you've noticed it,
however, is irrelevant. It's
everywhere.

The major medium for cholo
graffiti is spray paint. All colors of
the spectrum are used, from purple
to gold,. pink to black. The interesting angular quality of the
letters makes it interesting to look
ai. Furthermore, it has the
mysterious quality of being virThe act they plan is a matter of tually unintelligible to the
some controversy. It involves the layperson.
writing of public messages:
Regional artists usc some of the
greetings, threats, statement.<; of self
identification. lt is an act that is at cholo graffiti forms in their work
and MA candidates in photography
once illegal, defiant and art.
compile portfolios of it and write
In our daily Jives, as we move their dissertations about it.
from one point in space to another,
It is a valid artistic endeavor. One
or even as we lie sprawled on the
safe regions of our own livingrooifi which has the additional depth of
floors watching television or the cultural wealth and tradition
reading a paper, we are constantly that goes with it.
assaulted
with
But it's not paid for.
messages - messages ranging from
Those walls you see screaming.
the purely informational, as in
"dial 911 in an emergency," to the purple letters of a hieroglyphic
completly manipulator)', as . in nature are usurped for the purpose
advertisements.
They're of a clandestine act of expression,
everywhere, and they can't be and plenty of people don't like it a
avoided. There are people on bit. What we're talking about here
Madison Avenue who carefully is illegal art.
engineer these messages. They
About a year ago, a city orspend their entire working Jives
dinance was passed forbidding the
encircling long wooden tables in
sale of spraypaint to minors. More
plush offices thinking of things to
recently, crimestoppers has added
tell us when we walk down the
the act of graffiti writing to their
street or into a store. We are so
Jist of crimes for which it offers
accustomed to this we hardly even
rewards for intervention and
question the reality of what
reporting. A. crime. That's what
Marshall McLuhan has called our
graffiti writing is considered today.
"print cultUre." Even with
mounting evidence that we may be
After all, how would you feel if a
subconsciously
affected
by gang of these Picassos did a
subliminal messages in ad- masterpiece on the front of your
vertisement, we still give a billboard house?
the same right to exist as a tree or
Yet the fact is, most cholos don't
fence. This is because we Jive in a do graffiti on private property.
free society.
Cholo graffiti is geared to make a
public statement of self-identity
However, there is a kind of visual and the key locales for inscription
message that we do question. In like this are in public places. Places
fact, certain sectors of the like pUblic buildings and signs as
population are dead set on well as bathrooms and sides of
garbage containers.
eliminating it.
If these kinds of places had
These are the scrawled messages advertisements for Coca-Cola on
we see on buses, in bathrooms, on them, nobody would complain.
the backs of seats in theaters as well
But Coke adds are paid tor.
as in enormous spray-painted
This is the crux of the issue here.
splendor, running the tulllength of
supermarket walls.
Elizabeth Cohen, a UNM senior,
Here in Albuquerque, as in many
southwestern cities, we have a
particular kind of graffiti, that of
young Chicano-Americans or
"cholos.''

recently won an award from the
Chicano Studies Program for her
paper on cholo graffiti. Cohen will
deliver her paper, along With other
award winners, Friday, 4 p.m., in
the Ortega Hall RMding Room.

2721 Arizona N.E. 881-9300

swimming, men's gymnastics and and led his compatriots to a second
men's skiing teams were honored at place finish in the conference,
the banquet.
which was also a record.
Coach Rusty Mit.chell honored
The best team man award went to
three · gymnasts for their out- Tom Olson for his undying
standing performances, as well as devotion to the . program. Kim
his entire squad for its im- Merewether was the evening's only
provement from last year. Fresh- double award winner as he captured
man Matt Arnot, who finished the Lobo Award for his hard work
second to All-American Jim and the Most imprt;>ved award for
Hartung in the !Ill-around event in a winning 17 more matches than he
meet in California last weekend, did in the previous year.
was named most valuable,
Coach George Brooks honored
Senior pommel horse specialist four of his nationally ranked ski
Steve Jennings was given the Lobo te!lm performers. Most Valuable
Award for his dedication to the Alpine skier was senior Max
program. Jennings W!IS a 4-time all- Wahlqvist and the most valuable
american and twice the NCAA cross country skier was Vesa
champ on the horse. The other Suomalainen.
award went to Brett Anz for most
The coaches award went to skier
improved.
Brett Bodnar and the Most
Coach Bill Dotson, who led the Improved was Ross Collins. The
Lobo wrestlers to their best season Lobo skiers finished ninth
ever, honored three of his athletes. nationally this past year:
Brad Bitterman was voted most
Coach Bill Spahn recognized
valuable via his accomplishments
four swimmers during his IS minute
during his one-year stay.
'Bitter' finished fifth in the stand. Ken Ericcson and Dave
NCAA wrestling tourney this year Schardt were voted co-most
which was the highest finish for any valuable, Tom Doyle was named
UNM grappler in history. He went MVP on t)le diving team and freshunbeaten through the WAC meet man MikeVolk was top newcomer,

If you ever nave a banquet, you
sbould always invite an emcee who
is honestly funny and knows how to
keep the guests from falling asleep,
A. man that fits the bill is named
John Bridgers, who happens to be
the men's athletic director here at
the University of New Mexico. He
also happens to own one of the best
senses of humor on campus. He
was Master of Ceremonies at the
annual Winter Sport Awards
Banquet held at the Convention
Center Monday night.
"1 have to admit that I don't
know a lot about any of the sports
that we are honoring," stated
Bridgers during his opening speech.
"The last thing 1 would ever do is
get on a pair of skis. I almost
drowned when I was. a kid, .so I
don't swim and gymnastics has
always been out of the question
since they always do those flips and
such."
"I did wrestle a bit in high school
so I know a bit on the wrestling
subject." As Mr. Bridgers already
mentioned, the wrestling, men'8

NFL draft made players happy
NEW YORK - The National
Football League draft brought
smiles to the faces of Kenneth Sims
and the rest of his college cohorts
Tuesday.
Sims was the first pick, going to
the New England Patriots, while
Brigham Young quarterback Jim
McMalion, the all-time ·'NCAA
passing leader, was tapped by
Chicago and Heisman Trophy
winner Marcus Allen went to
Oakland.
Baltmore traded Jones, one of
the NFL's top quarterbacks, to Los
Angeles for the Rams' first and
second round draft picks this year.
The Colts chose quarterback Art
Schlichter of Ohio State with Los
Angeles' pick.
These were the first round picks:
New England: Kenneth Sims;
Texas defensive end.
Baltimore: Johnie Cooks,
Mississippi State linebacker.
New Orleans used its first round
choice in the supplemental draft.
Cleveland: Chip Banks, USC
linebacker.
Baltimore (from Los Angeles):
Art Schlichter, Ohio State quarterback.
Chicago:
Jim
McMahon,
Brigham Young quarterback.
Seattle: Jeff Bryant, Clemson
defensive end.

Minnesota: Darrin Nelson,
Stanford running back.
Houston: Mike Munchak, Penn
State guard.
Atlanta: Gerald Riggs, Arizona
State running back.
Oakland: Marcus Allen, USC
running back.
Kansas City (from St. Louis):
Anthony Hancock, Tennessee Wide
receiver.
Pittsburgh: Walter Abercrombie,
Baylor running back.
New Orleans: (from Green Bay
via San Diego): Lindsay Scott,
Georgia wide recejver.
Los Angeles (from Washington):
Barry Redden, Richmond running
back.
Detroit:
Jimmy Williams,
Nebraska linebacker.
St. Louis (from Kansas City):
Luis Sharpe, UCLA tackle.
Tampa Bay: Sean Farrell, Penn
State guard.
N.Y. Giants: Butch Woolfolk,
Michigan running back.

I

The Alumni Letterman's
Association will hold its annual
Spring Reception today in the
Zia Press Level at University
Stadium. It will run from 7-9
p.m. and all seniorvarsity sports
participants are welcome.

Parents Meeting: May 10 & May 17
7:30 pm Hospitality Room,
First National Bank, Sandia Plaza,
Candelaria & Juan Tabo
Anthony B. Pi no
May Test Dates
HEADMASTER
May 8 & May Z2

EVERYONE'S

GAME
Rio Grande
Yacht & Sporting Club
2500 Yale SE
Nunzio's
· 107 Cornell Dr. SE
Happy Feel

Offers Free Playing Passes
With Purchase from these
Fine Establishments

4821 Central NE

Barbara Lee's Vitamios

For more information:

Buffalo (from Denver): Perry
Tuttle, Clemson wide receiver.
Philadelphia: Mike Quick, North
Carolina State wide receiver.
Denver (from Buffalo): Gerald
Willhite, San Jose State running
back.
Green Bay (from San Diego):
Ron Hallstrom, Iowa tackle.
N. Y, Jets: .Bob Crable, Notre
· Dame linebacker.
Miami: Roy Foster, USC guard.
Dallas: Rod Hill, Kentucky
State.
Cincinnati:
Glen Collins,
Mississippi State defensive tackle.
New England (from San
Francisco): Lester Williams, Miami
(Florida) defensive tackle.

AIM recept. tonight

Limited Enrollment • Small Classes
• Individual Attention • Strong Academic Program • Ce11ificd Teachers
•.Optional After School Program, 3-5 pm
• Bus Service Available

3418 Central SE
Mountains & Rivers
2320 Central SE

BYU's McMahon to Chicago Bears

United Press lnteroational

Grades 4-8

UNM Soccer Team
Off to Colorado
The Lobo soccer team will
venture to Colorado Springs to be
involved in the Rocky Mountain
League Annual Soccer Tour·
nament. The Air Force Academy
will be hosting the 12-team tourney.
The UNM squad dropped Santa
Fe, 4.(), last Sunday in the
Albuquerque Soccer League. The
Lobos are now within striking
distance of winning the championship. The goals were scored by
Mario Picasso and Tom Renfro.

CALL 243-9590

Why would an ex·Marine, Sailor or Airman want to join the Army
Reserve?
Because you'll find us many places where your former service
doesn't have reserve units. And because we're larger, we usually have
more openings. So if you've already made up your mind about going
back to civilian life, the Army Reserve can help you cash in on your scr·
vice experience.
Did you know that former E-4's with 3 years' experience can
now make over $1,660 a year serving part-time in the Army Reserve 1
All it takes is a weekend a month and a couple of weeks of annual
training.
Wouldn't it also be nice to keep your PX privileges?
You can. For more information about the Army Reserve, call the
number listed below. Or stop by.

Graduate Student Association

Student Research Allocation Committee (SRAC)
Finall981-82 Meeting
Tuesday May 4, 1982
Call the GSA Office at 271-3803 for more information.
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122 yALE SE
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
(505) 266-5729

Group Fund Raising Available
New Donors Accepted 12:30-3:30pm M·F
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-People Helping People Through Plasmapheresis.
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Yale Blood Plasma, Inc.:.
This coupon good ONlY
with valid student or
New Donors accepted
military to. Limit one
From
12:30 to 3::!0 pm
per New Donor. Not good
Monday
through Friday
with other coupons
,
Present this toupon for a $5.00
s on Fits! Donation

PRm'ESSJONAL EmTJNG. ·mRM papers, theses,
dissertations--all subjects. Cal Linda: 28 H 795.
5/10
I'ROt'JO:SSIONAL TYPING J)Y English Ma/edl.tor.
Vast experience with disserution$, papers. Editing
avuilnblc. 2(\6.9.550.
7/29.
GOING UOME FOR summer? Need to store per·
sonnl effects? We have complete "self-secured
storage" and "llclins Van Line Moving" .services
nl'iilloblc. Low cost, easy access. Call June, 881·21/66,
Sam·Spm.
4128
GTC CAMio:RA & LUGGAGE repair, piJpne 2433223 free estimate.
4129
AAA FAST ACCURATE typing, 266·3953., 884·
~~
4/30
NEED TYPING DON£? Call typing "lnk"--8216916. School papers .. resumes··Whntever you need.
Work guaranteed!.
4/30
TYPING FAST/REASONABLE. Call C,L. Spence,
299-1605 after I p.m.
5/5
QUALITY TYPING $1/page, 2(}6.8590 after S. 5110
A·l TYPIST· TERM papers, resumes 299-89.70.
7/29
PROFFllSIONAL TYPING,
REASONABLE,
Extensive secretarial experience, IBM Selectric 111.
299·6256 or 299·2676. Free pick up ~nd delivery on
most arden.
6124

1. Personals
!'REGNANCY TK~TING & COUNSELING. Phone
247-9819.
tfn
CONTA.C'fS.pOLISIIING, SOI.UTIONS .. Casey
Op(icul Company on Lomas )u&t west of Washington.
tfn
WF. IIOT DISTIUIIUTORS, Prescription eyeglass
fra111es. Greenwich Vliiage (~ennon Styles), gold
rln>lcss. $54.50 (regulur $65.00), Pay Less Opllciuns,
5007 Menuul N.E., across from L.uBelles. tfn
ONI.Y $2.35. TWO farm-fresh eggs, two homemade
chemical free sausage patties, two slices of toast, free
green chili. Open 7 a.m. Morning Glory Cafe. Corner
of Gin~rd, Central and Monte Vistn268-7040.
tfn
CHINf:S~; BUHF.T, CIU:.-\PI All you can eai.
t,.unch $3.45, Supper $4.50, Sunday Brunch $3,45,
Jao-Jao's Place, SOOO Central Ave. SE.
tfn
I'ASSPORT PIIOTOS, I.OWF.ST prices! Pleasant
pictures! 1.23 Wellesley SE corner Silver. Please call.
first. 265·1323.
tfn
PA!'F.RIIACKS, MAGAZJNF.S, RECORDS
Cassettes, half price always at Half Price !looks
4128
Central at University.
Pl.A YIIOY PF.NTIIOUSE PLAYGIRL Oui 99 cents
with Student JD. Half Price Books, Records,
Magazines. Central at University.
4/l8
FAT IS A feminist issue. Groups forming now. call
281-1795.

5/10

4. HQusing

RECORUS f'ltOM $3,98 now on sale at UNM
llook\torc.
4130
IIOOKSTORE SALt\ NOW in progress. Restocked
daily at llNM Bookstore.
4/30
YOUR
PEUS(lNAI.IZED
OIORYTHMS.
emotional, physical, intellecwni cycles hand charted
in color, 12 months, only $6.95. Send
checkttnoneyordcr with birthday to Life-sine
U>orythmic~. 192SB Juan Tabo. #25J.l,, Alb .. N.M.
87112.
SilO
NOTI('E: OUAWIN<J/NON·MAJORS, Art .142 100
(cull no. 5606) Is not cancelled. Enroll now for first
summer session.
tfn
Wl\1111) tOUtS Yll. great and wonderful and
talented and beuutifui and we're all golns to miss
you. Happy Philistines! Nnncita.
4/28
NEEI> llOOMMATE, REASONABLE Rent. Call
242-7818.
4128
TRAII.OR f'OR n•:NT. Call242-7818.
4128
MAil·LOUJS~:: CONGRATUI.ATJONSI But I'll
miss you, tennis shoe-know what 1 mean. jellybean?
llomnan,
4129
MARK Tilt: R.A. from Worcesler, MA. • Jf you
remember Lnurll fr!lnt ChannelS and SPIT in Boston
last summer--call617-783·4269,
5110

THE CITADEL-SUJ'ERB location near UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. I bedroom
or efficiency, from $220. All utilities paid. Deluxe
kit~hen. with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry, Adult
~ouples, no pets. IS20 University NE •.243.249.4.
tfn
PROFESSIONAL WOMAN, MID 40's, Operated
own business ZO years. In town 4 mo. (Sept. ·Dec.)
WIll take over small business, ranch or estate
management, full or part·time in exchange ftJr 2
bedroom house/apt, Call Donna 9-4 at 277·2231.
4/30
FOil .RENT: EFFICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
N.E .. $190/mo., all utilities paid, $125 security
deposit. Fully furnished·security locks and laundry
facilities. No children or pets, Please call before 6:00
ln the evening, 266-839.2,
tfn
t'OR LEASE 675 sq. ft. office space across from
UNM call Larry or Dorothy 265-9542 or evenings
88 J.J9.74.
tfn
FOR RENT: 116 Cornell s.E, 2 bdrm. 1 bath house.
CAll Larry Of Dorothy, 265·9542 or evenings 881·
39.74.
tfn
IIALF BLOCK UNM furnished one bedroom twin or
do~ble S23S Includes uti!itles. Varsity House 268·
OS2S.

2. Lost & Found
I.OS'f: H~MAU: DOG, Labra!'lor cross, black/white
chest, stomach, paws. Red coliar/tag, Missing since
4113, LawSchool area. 268-1635/848·29.22.
515
LOS'f: IIOW.:LL SKATEBOARD. SIO ReWard.
266·5269.
4/28
.ACC'fNG 340 TEXTBOOK- Please return to Rm.
131 Marron Hall·· No questions asked.
tfn
I.OST: GOI.IJ TIMt:X watch on Johnson Field.
Please call277·2268.
4/28
CLAIM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus. Pollee
8:00a.m. to4:00 p.m. daily.
tfn

3. Services
GUITAlt J,ESSONS, INSTRUMENTS, repairs and
ronrals. MARC'S Oultar Center, 143 Harvard S.E.
26S·331S.
t(n
TYI'l!IIG·PRO •. ESSIONAL QUALITY pronto at
Klnko1 Pronto; TLC at no extra charge. We will edit.
K1P, 23i2 Central SE, across Central from Popejoy
Hnll.
tfn
A·l TYPISTS-TERM papers, resumes 299·8970.
4/30
GAntn:NERS ..START EASY with Tim's tilling.
Rototilling, manure, clean-up. 268·6SIO.
4130
QUAI.ITY TYPJNG. LOM.\S /Tramway area. 85
cents/page, 299·13.S.S.
4/28
1YPJNG-l'AST, ACCURATE, reaSonable. Cassette
Transcription. 247·2583.
S/5
T.f!N DOLI.ARS••RtSUMES ten dollars,
Professional Company. 26S·7S5 1.
tfn
TYPIST, n:RM PAPERS299.·1240.
4/30
24 IIOUR . TYPING, term papers, thesh,
S/12
manuscripts, 881·0628 Jean, after 6:00pm.
NEED TYPING DONE? Call Virginia day or
4130
evenings at 296-3096.

512

CAMPUS CLOSE HUGE; 3 bdrm house fenced for
kids and. pets only$200. Call Sun Rentals. 262·17SI.
4130
ROOM TO ROAM clean but small$85 monthly. One
bedroom. Low deposit. Sun Rentals. 262-175 I. 4/30
FOR RENT: EFFICIENCY Apartment $120: I
bedroom, SISO.• Swimming Pool, beautiful view of
golf course, Close to UNM anli TVI, 1313 Wellesley
S.E. 2S6-7748.
5110
HALF BLOCK UNM four bedroom furnished house
$4S0268-0S25.
613
HOUSEMATE WANTED NON·SMOKER share
JDD house with 2-GRD students, 140/mo plus
utilities. Available end May, tennis across street, near
UNM. 255·5175, 255·49.96, 277·6437.
5/10
SUMMER SUBLET, .I BEDROOM unit,. student
housing, utilities paid, reduced rent $150. Mon.: May
15-Aug 18. Cal243·0309.
4/29
BIKE TO CLASS clean and cozy house With all
utilities paid. $.125 monthly, call Sun Rentals. 262~
1151.
4/30
DANPY PUP LEX FURNISIIED I BDRM, walking
distance to UNM. Fenced yard, 5155 moves yal .S.R.
262-1751.
4/30
HOUSE •·oR RENT • 3-bedroom, just block from
UNM, just remodeled, beautiful backyard, hardwood
floors, w/d and woodstove, S4SO/mo. Call for
4/29.
details, 265-2661.
QUit.."T UNIVERSITY ST. Three bedroom plus
study, original owner, good noor plan, fir~place,
covered patio, sprinklers front & back, hardwood
floors, central force furnace, ask 580,000. Seller will
help with financing. Merit Co. 293·5555. Carolyn,
even. 299-9643.
4/29.
CAMPUS COMPACT APARTMENTS: .215 Yale
Blvd, S.E. at Lead. Studio Apts. near stores and
UNM SIBS per month. Free Utllitles, 5130 deposit, 6
month lease. No children, pets or roommates. See
manager at Apt. 2 or call 243-6210 evenings or 883S940,
4130
LAW STUDENT W/POODLE seeks rental
Aug./Sept.-Dec. Furnished 2 bedroom hoUse or apt.
Prefer public transporiation .access. Willing to
house/animal sit or house swap (N.H.) Call Donna 9.·
4 at277-223J.
4/30

Indiana; Louis, Missouri. Leaving between May 20th
WALK TO UNM!TVI Larger 2 bdrm home full¥ WANTED: PART TIME Secretary for small
and May 22nd. Cal! 86S·7367 ~fter 9:30 pm for
cPmetetl. Newer appliances. $125. Sun Rentals. 262· Metaphysical Book Publishing Company. Hours
driving and gas sharing.
4130
115!.
4/30 flexible. Payment part cash, part trade units at l-ocal
WIIITf;WATER RAfTING. PILAR, MaY 18, 2Q,
Barter
company.
call
Skip
at
293·1508.
mornings
JJOUSF.MATE: SHARE RIDGECREST, 4BR.
27: $2S per person. Whiterock canyon, June 13: $40.
515
$130/large bedroom, 266-2974.
SilO before 9:45a.m. (no smokers!).
Wildwatcr Rafting Experiences, 266·9nt.
5/10
TWO ROOMMATES NEEDf;D, one starting S·I, WORK STUDY QUALIFIED person foraccouming
VISIT OUR NEWLY opened beautiful intersection at
office
work
in
business
.office
!lf
the
Daily
Lobo.
and
other 5·17. $95/mo. plus V; utillUes, 344·6028. SIS
Central and University and save cash at Half Price
Apply in PCrson 8-S, M·f, Ask for Maryann.
tfn
FOR RENT, SMALL one bedroom apartment, 4
Boo~s, Records and Magazines.
4128
blocks from UNM. 2 blocks from TVI. Partially RELIAB.LE IJE(,P WANTEP tllroughtJut summer,
furnlslled, $130/month pills utilities , Available Two hours weekdays, 12:30-2:30, some lifting. 3
Immediately, call242·1842, after6 p.m.
SilO bl!>cks from campus, $4 hour. Call 242•3347
evenings.
4130
CLEAN, FURNISHED ONE-BEDROOM apart·
WlfAT TO DO Thursday nights? How about a !land,
ment, yard, AIC, $170/mo plus utilities, $)50 DIVISION OF GOvERNMENT Research may hire a
dancing and $.50 drinks. The G. olden Inn•
4/29
deposit, 344·4135 evenings,
SilO grad student, If we can find one that knows
something about computing. Must l;>e available to
ALL NEW CHINESE Restaurant-House of Wang.
I BLOCK FROM UNM, I bedroom, all utilities paid, work this ~ummer, Pick. up an appllcat!qn at 19.20
Good food, reasonable prices, Serving break.
$)45, 299.-1707.
4129 Lomas, ~oom 166,
SIS
fast-$1.00, lunch, and dinner, Bab-b-que
I BLOCK FROM UNM, 2 bedroom with fireplace, HARRIGAN'S RESTAURANT ACC.I;PTING
chicken-$1,95. 2125 Broadway AYe. SE. Carry-out
4/29 applications for all positions, 4800 MontgqmerY NE.
all utilities paid, $250 a month, 299·1707.
orderswek<>me. Tele: 247-4027.
S/10
UMN AREA, SMALL eff., $95 per mo., utilities, not Mon!gomery at San Mateo. Between 8a.m.• Sp,m.
PJlFSIDENTIAL ScHOLARS PLEASE return
furnished, call293·1070 after S p.m.
4/30 883-7371.
4/28
Ment!Jr Program forms to Honors Center, Questions
ROOMMA.TE WANTED FOR su.nuner and fall. MANAGEMENT TRAINEE: 124 ¥ear old national
concerning Mentor Program. 277·3280.
4/30
Reasonable rent, quiet neigltborhood. call Claire at company has several openings in New Mexico.
IMPORTED CIGARETfS AVAILABLE behind the
255-4439, mornings at 277·4211.
515 candidate should have college degree and/ or some
counter at the Mercado.
4/27
ONE BEDROOM, SUMME8 sublet, one block west l>usiness, teaching or sales· background, Starting
WANTED: NON·NEUTERED male siamese cat
or Engineering bldgs. Available5/2Q.8110, $170/mo. income up Ill $2,000 per month, No overnight travel.
(seal point) needed for stud service. Call247-4517,
Pay rent from 6/1·8/10. 242·559.6,
5/10 Excellent fringe benefits. Send resume to: 6400
4129.
AVAILABLE NOW! TWO bedroom townhouse Uptown Blvd. NE 300-E, Albuquerque, NM 87110.
4/30
BALI.OONSI BALLOONS! JIAvE Bubbles the
style apartmenJ. Fully furnished, fireplace & security
Clown deliver a helium baloon bouquet f(lr special
features. Utilities paid. $350 month. Call 848-3029, SECRETAillAL HELP NEEDED I weekday
occasion. Birthdays, anniversaries, new baby and
Monday-Friday 9·5.
SilO morning, starting summer school, Shorthand and
special day~. 29.2-0487.
5/10
typing a must. 3 blocks from campus. Call evenings.
242-3347.
4/30
DiviSION OF GOVERNMENT Research may hire
one or two undergrad students, if we can find one
FOR SALE;: ALFALFA $3.00 per bale first, second, tha\ ~nows something about computing. Must .be
CAMPUS ORGANIZATIONs: advertise Ill Llls
and third cuttings, Will deliver within a 10 mile radius available to work this summer. Pick up an application
Notlda.• for 10 rents a word.
lin
for SJ.SO per bale. Call873·0372.
4/30 at 1920 Lomas, Room 166,
SIS
UNM BALLROOM DANCE Club's spring formal,
ARCHITECTURAL RECORJJ SIAM Journal Prog SUMMER J6os, WE need sales clerks and Dairy
8:00·11 :00, April 30th. Live Ballroom band and
Arch scientific mags, 9.9 cents with student ID. Half Queen counter help to work this summer, four days
refreshments provided. Info, 865·7554 1 88 1·3087,
Price Books. Central at Univ.
4128 on and four days off, Inter•1iews will be held only on
247-1943.
4/30
LIKE SELLING MY soul! But must sell. Fischer RC· May 7·8 from 9·4 at .Bowlin's Inc., ll6 Louisiana
UNM GEOI.OGY CLUB picnic, May 2nd in the
S/5
4 Downhlll racing ski.s, 223cm, Italian l)atiooal team N.E.
Sandias. Food, beer, rarne, fun and games. iicketsstock, never drilled ror bindings, Call242·4688 after 6 WORJJ PROCESSOR. DATA entry person •.Part·
$3.00, Available in main office, Northrop Hall. 4/30
pm.
tfn time, Apply 131 Marron Hall,
SilO
THE MAN WJIO pointed out all ''Your Erroneous
DF.SPERATEI FORCED TO sell. Nikon SOOmm OVERSEAS JOBS: SUMMER/year round, Europe,
Zone~", Dr. Wa,Yne W. Dyer, will lecture at the Kiva
mirror, fB. Brand new, used once. Includes 4 filters S, America, Aust., Asia. All fields. $500-$1200 mo.
Auditorium, in the Cpnven!lon Center, at 7:30 p.m ..
and leather case. $325. Call242-4688 after6 pm, tfn Sight seeing. Free info., write lJC Box 52 N.M.,
May
7. Topic: From his new best seller, ''The Sky's
5110
1965 TRIUMPH TR-4: rebuilt engine, new Interior, Corona del Mar, Ca. 92625.
The Limit." Tickets $7 at 881-4311, or $7.50 from
soft top a:ad tonneau cover. Good condition, $2000 NEED 5 $ $ 1 1 Sell the new, not selling kite. Tbe
SIS
Ticketmaster.
plus. 298-4909.
4/28 UFObia Flyer-it spins! Fascinates kids of all ages.
NOTICE: ORA WING/NON·MAJORS, Art 142 100
Sells
like
crazy
where
the
wind
blows&the
crowds
go:
GREAT US£J) ALTO saxophone. Valued at 53SO.
(call no. 5606) Is not cancelld. Enroll now for first
Make best offer. Call Robert, 277-2592.
4/28 beaches, fairs, parks, busy intersections, etc. Free
summer session.
tfn
info: .KITECO, P.O. Do~ 6284, Torrance, CA 90504.
SIMMONS CRIB, $60, Playpen, SJO, after Spm, 24:Z.
4/29
6553.
4/211
HELP WANTED: PART·TIME hostess, bartender,
HP34C$100. 277·4486.
4/30 walters
and waitresses needed. Apply in per·
1981 210 DATSUN 2door, 1700 miles, 76 Fiat. 345· son-Syndicate Restaurant, ~225 Wy11ming N.E.
ON CAMPUS
0843. Best offer,
4/30
SilO
Photo Suppllea
WOMEN'S FUJI ll·SPEED bicycle, Oemeinhardt
Photo Flnlahlng
nute, S2SO ea,, negotiable: 277-4379.
4128
Dlacount Prlcea
VOLVO 1973 144 excellent mechanical condition.
UNM
Photo
Ca:t884-2718 evenings,
5/10
Cine
Service
WOMEN'S 19" SCHWINN varsity, newly rebuilt RIDERS }'OR COLUMBUS, Ohio; Indianapolis,
9·4:30 • 1820 Las Lomas NE • 2n·5729
$100, 843-7234 or 881·3535.
4/30
'
81 DIESEl, RABBIT for sale. For more information
cal344-3018, 242·7818.
4/28
GOTTA PAY RENT.! For sale: Ibanez ST·SO electric
guitar, Fender deluxe-reverb Amp., my mother, 1975
Honda SSOK Motorcycle-loaded, Parting-out 1969
SECONDHNiD ClDrHES
V,W. station wagon, my roommate's stereo If he's
.
/lEW 6 USED
not home • nice, my body. slightly underfed, Maker
offer, 2S6-0l08. Kevin.
4/28
f,.WIJIAEN. Mill • tHILM£N
ALLEGRO TOURING BICYCLE S7cm, e~cellent
SPRIN,·SUMMER ClfJTHES ~SHORTS
condition. $650 or best, 242·25S6.
S/10
LIKE NEW, THOMAS Playmate organ. Two key
ID·~:30MDII-FRI
316#CDmtAL1 $E
boards and extras. $700 or best offer. 881-6679,
ID•f. SAT
ZSS·IJ33D
evenings and weekends,
SilO
TEXAS INSTRUMENT 58 excellent condititJn,
manuals; batleries, AC adaptor, program sheets, $10,
WEDNESDAY'S
56 Comforts
ACROSS
103 Goulet Ct, Belen, N.M.
5110
PUZZLE
SOLVED
1
Central
or
59
Languid
4 x 5 BIND£R Camera Klt, di{ectlons Included, call
62 Container
Yosemite
266-6949.
4/30
5 Conveyance 64 Figure of
MOTORCYCLE 1910 HONDA CM400T. Wind.
speech
9 Boxes
shield, luggage rack, trunk. 11,000 miles. Excellent
.5/10
condition. $1,200. 821•7468.
14 Agley
65 Esteem

8. Miscelhl8eous

5. ForSale

7. Travel

~

6. Employment
PART·TIME JOB afternoons and evenings. Must be
21 years o.ld. Apply in person, no phone calls please,
Saveway Liquor Stores at 5704 Lomas NE, 5516
Menaul NE.
tfn
DIVISION OF GOVERNME;NT Research needs
another work study qualified clerical person. Must be
able to work this summer. Pick up an application at
1920 Lomlls.
.S/10
OvERSEAS, HOUSTON, DALLAS! $20,000 to
$50,000 possible. For job Information call: 602·998·
0426, Dept. 09.24, open Sundays.
4/29
JOB SEARCHING TECIINIQUES. 4-hour classes,
$15. 265·7551.
t(n
lOR SEARCJIING7 TRY Job Opportunity Bet·
terment Services. 26S•755 I,
1fn

SPRING WEDDING
SPECIAL

i ____ .... __________ __,,
1
1
1
1
1
1

PIZZA SPECIAL!
2 Slfcea of cheeze pizza &
1 of your favorHe toppings

I
I
~
I
I

$50.00 plus film and processing
Let Pacer Phctographtc save your memones
m prctures. Call for deta>ls

821-6178

Makers of Han~made
Indian Jew~lry

OL~IQWJ.J

15 years rn photography

PIZZA CITY
I
UNM PREMEDICAL,~.
\pROFESSIONS CLUB
t____1E
!!~:!!.d.!::-- __I
277-6565
~! S.U.B. 24-D

.

1.58

Beer & Wine, Sun. too.
good for today onty

Therapeutic Use of Marijuana
in Controlling Side Effects
of Chemotherapy
Presented by:

Dr. Dan Dansak of the

..t 1\tlfMtiN'~~•
P
w•~\1' ''

ARMY NAVY GOODS
504 VALE SE
256·0000

9. Las N oticias

Lynn B. Pearson Memorial
Therapeutic Research Project
when: Wednesday, April28, 1982
7:00 to 9:00pm
where: Education Building
Room 103
Public Is Welcome

THE CATS

15 Marathon
16 Asian capital
17 Notoriety
191nward
20 Decamp
21 Sun- Sen
23 Adjutant
24 Obtained
27 William, in
Eire
29 Woodcocks'
kin
31 Beams
35 Prior to
37 Secure
39 Rhoncus
40 Dunces
42 Fodder pits
44 Chinese
dynasty
45 Stonehenge
priest
47 Rummage
49
50
52
54

Lineman
Drummer
Halters
Withhold

M£01/1

67 Bootery.:
2 words
70 Musical play
71 Eddo
72 Fuddyduddy
73 Epithets
74 Famed
school
75 Sooner: Rare
DOWN
1 Becamewan
2 Athletic
3 Penitent

SHOT

25 Epic verse
5 Numeric
26 Food stores
prefix
28 Morns
30 "-Marner"
6 Shred
7 Painful
32 Fades:
8 Iron or zinc
2 words
33 Green isle
9Pronoun
10 California's 34 Consign
35 Seedcases
Mountains
36 Unique
11 Nay voter
38 Fools
12 Turnpike
41 Eri
13 Flank
43 Btood fluid:
18 Quebec city
Pref.
22 "-of Tllee" 46 Scotch riVer
4-·~mind

r;--r;;--r.;"~-

48
51
53
55
57

DENS

Epsom ~
R of RPM
Ceremony
Glue
Lyric ode
part
58 Madrid man
59 Photo·
graphed
60 Run easily
61 Rare bird
63 Yonder one
66 Headland
68 Gold: Sp.
69 Eternity

